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With the increase of data in the network, the load of servers and communication links becomes heavier and heavier. Edge
computing can alleviate this problem. Due to a sea of malicious contents in Darknet, it is of high research value to combine edge
computing with content detection and analysis. 'erefore, this paper illustrates an intelligent classification system based on
machine learning and Scrapy that can detect and judge fleetly categories of services with malicious contents. Because of the
nondisclosure and short survival time of Tor Darknet domain names, obtaining uniform resource locators (URLs) and resources
of the network is challenging. In this paper, we focus on a network based on the Onion Router (tor) anonymous communication
system. We designed a crawler program to obtain the contents of the Tor network and label them into six classes. We also
construct a dataset which contains URLs, categories, and keywords. Edge computing is used to judge the category of websites. 'e
accuracy of the classifier based on a machine learning algorithm is as high as 89%. 'e classifier will be used in an operational
system which can help researchers quickly obtain malicious contents and categorize hidden services.

1. Introduction

'eDarknet has a huge amount of data. Edge computing can
process massive data on terminal devices and transfer the
processed results to the server, which alleviates the com-
puting pressure of servers and the load of communication
links [1]. Tor ('e Onion Router) Darknet [2], which is also
known as onion network and dark web, is a network using
anonymous communication technology [3]. It is hard to
access hidden services and obtain resources from it without
using specific software or a proxy agency. 'eir sites are not
only not indexed by Google or other standard search engines
but also invalidate quickly [4]. Due to the good concealment
of Tor Darknet a lot of illegal contents exit from it, such as
drugs, guns, and hacking technology. After the outbreak of
COVID-19, many medical products and supplies also
appeared in the Darknet market [5] that is not good for the
stability of the society.

AlQahtani and El-Alfy [6] conducted extensive research
on anonymous technology and the onion network. 'e
strong concealment of Tor network was illustrated, but there
were some defects in the design and implementation of Tor
hidden service technology [7–9]. Furthermore, due to the
special network structure and the characteristics of hiding
identities on both sides of communication, the improved
onion network technology was also applied to other ap-
plications such as the Internet of Vehicles (IoV) ad hoc
network [10]. Because of a large number of high-quality
resources and the difficulty of obtaining them from the dark
web, the mining and analysis of Tor network resources has
been a major research hotspot in the academic community.

'ere are many research methods for Tor network
resources. Web crawler technology can improve the effi-
ciency of obtaining network resources. Iliou et al. [11] and
Monterrubio et al. [12] proposed a general crawling
framework for automatically obtaining web resources in
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the Tor network. Wang et al. [13] and He et al. [14] pro-
posed a method to identify anonymous traffic in the Tor
network. Biswas et al. [15] proposed a method for auto-
matic recognition of services in the Tor network based on
perceptual hashing, which identified services only through
snapshots of services. In addition to the above methods, the
analysis of web page text is also a commonly used research
method [16]. It can adopt methods of data mining and
machine learning to analyze the data in hacker forums and
Darknet markets and quickly screen out relevant threat
intelligence [17–19].

Before analyzing the content of the dark web, it is
necessary to obtain a large number of URLs and classify
the topic of the website, so as to conduct targeted research.
Kan and Nguyen 'i obtained the theme of the website by
analyzing URLs [20]. However, due to the particularity of
the domain name in Tor Darknet, the same method
cannot be used to directly determine the category of the
website.

Al Nabki et al. [21] and Spitters et al. [22] compre-
hensively analyzed the hidden services in the Tor network
based on the web page content and classified themes of
websites. Biryukov et al. [23] obtained hidden service de-
scriptors through port scanning and classified the content.
'ey found that the content of Tor hidden services is diverse.
Al Nabki et al. [24] divided the Tor network addresses into
26 categories manually and selected nine categories to be
applied to training three different supervised classifiers.
However, they did not integrate the crawling and analysis
process to form a visual interactive system. Buldin and
Ivanov [25] used the K-nearest neighbor algorithm to
identify four categories of Darknet web pages. Graczyk and
Kinningham [26] classified products in anonymous mar-
ketplaces based on the support vector machine model.
However, the accuracy of their classifying models is about
79%.

'is study focuses on six distinct categories of Tor
Darknet web sites. 'ey are “Counterfeit money,” “Coun-
terfeit credit-cards,” “Cryptocurrency,” “Hacking,” and
“Drugs,” respectively. 'ese five categories do great harm to
the society and are rich in resources in Tor Darknet. 'e rest
of the classes are assigned to a 6th category which we called
“Others.”

To obtain the content of the Tor website, a program
based on the Scrapy framework was designed. 'en, we
created a dataset to train a classifier based on the K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) technique using a web-text preprocessing
algorithm to extract features from webpages that can
highlight the main theme. 'e optimal parameter for the
KNN model was chosen using cross validation and Grid
Search.

Finally, we improved the accuracy of the classifier to
89%, which is 10% higher than that of the classifier based
on the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm in [26].
Furthermore, we designed a system to automatically
crawl and classify the content of websites that exist in Tor
Darknet. It will help researchers more easily obtain lots of
content and identify categories of websites in Tor
Darknet.

2. Proposed Model for Tor Darknet Resource
Detection in Edge Computing

2.1. System Overview. A system combining the functions of
detecting and analyzing Tor Darknet resources is designed in
our work. It enables researchers to easily acquire the con-
tents of Tor Darknet websites and classify websites into
unknown categories. As shown in Figure 1, the system is split
into three modules.

'e edge computing module is primarily responsible for
detecting and preprocessing the Tor Darknet content. Tra-
ditional cloud computing systems are experiencing network
latency and bandwidth congestion as a result of the enor-
mous data created by Internet of 'ings (IOT) devices. Edge
computing was born out of the need for huge IOTdevices to
network and the high demand for real-time performance of
their applications. Major applications, services, and data
storage are sunk to the network’s edge, bringing processing
closer to the source of data. In the cloud computing para-
digm, this will tackle issues such as excessive application
delay and severe network load produced by enormous data
being uploaded to the cloud data center for analysis. Web
pages of URLs that are not categorized will be detected by the
crawler. After preprocessing, the contents will be uploaded
to a classifier, which relieves data processing pressure at the
training module and decreases network transmission bur-
den.'e efficiency of accessing hidden services is limited due
to the complexity of accessing the Tor network and the
peculiarity of the routing protocol. Furthermore, the services
generally have a short life cycle and are prone to mal-
function. 'erefore, web page content should be detected at
edge devices, and the original data should then be processed
into distinctive words that best describe the website cate-
gory. 'e classification result may be returned more quickly
and correctly after submitting the processed corpus to the
classifier.

'e classifier needs to be trained in the training module.
To begin with, feature words in the dataset must be vec-
torized and weighted. 'e data is then split into two sets, a
training set and a testing set, and they are used to train the
classifier.

'e output module is used to display the results. When
unknown URLs are inputted, the crawler starts working and
the data it collects is sent to the classifier for analysis. 'e
system will display the classifier’s results and a performance
report. Furthermore, users have the option of saving any
object and generating word clouds.

2.2. Domain Names Collection. In Tor Darknet, a domain
name’s complete format is “[digest].onion,” which is made
up of two parts: the first [digest] is a random string of
numbers mixed with English, and the second is a uniform
suffix of Tor links, jsaljfslj4sfd5ad.onion, for example. It will
not show any results when we search sites with the suffix
“.onion.” 'erefore, in order to classify the contents of Tor
Darknet, domain names need to be obtained in various ways.
In this paper, Tor domain names are collected in two ways:
one is to collect them by Darknet directory sites; the other is
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to use open datasets. URLs are mainly derived from a
publicly available dataset called “Darknet Usage Text Ad-
dresses” (DUTA). It includes websites’ domain names,
categories, and language types. However, because of the lack
of text content related to the site, we were supposed to design
crawlers to obtain them. 'e content would be treated as
much as possible to be the words which can reflect web
categories. Simultaneously, we built a new dataset for
training a classification model.

2.3. Communication Principle of Tor Darknet. 'e term
“hidden service” (HS) is used to describe a website that runs
on Tor Darknet. Aside from the uniqueness of its domain
name, the way it communities with others is also interesting.
You need to run Tor agent software locally to access the
network. Figure 2 and Algorithm 1 depict the specific
communication procedure between a client and a hidden
service in the network.

'e network’s communication is established via a circuit
made up of numerous routing nodes known as “Onion
Routers” (OR). Following the launch of an HS, an Onion
Agent (OA) will choose a router at random to serve as the
Introduction Point Router (IPO), via which the hidden
service will connect to the Tor network. 'e OA will then
create a hidden service descriptor (HSD) including the IPO
information, the timestamp, the HS public key, and other
information, and upload it to a hidden service directory
server (HSDS).

A user client connects to the network through the Onion
Agent. 'e OA obtains the router information in the Tor

network from a directory server (DS) and chooses the best-
performing routers to construct a communication circuit. By
default, the client connects to the HSDS via 3-hop OR.
According to the domain name address sent by the client, the
server queries the corresponding hidden service descriptor
and returns, and then, the client resolves the IPO address.
'e client’s OA chooses an OR as the Rendezvous Point
Router (RPO) at random and transmits the RPO’s infor-
mation to the HS through IPO. RPO will serve as the hub for
anonymized data exchange between the client and the HS.
After learning the information of RPO, HS builds a 6-hop
link to form a communication circuit and starts data
transmission with the client.

Network configuration is necessary before the client can
access Tor Darknet. 'ere are two methods to connect to the
network: one is to use Tor browser and the other is to
configure the proxy environment.

'e socks protocol is used for network communication.
However, some crawling modules do not support this
protocol, so they cannot directly obtain and parse the re-
sponse returned by the site.

In this experiment, combining with the scrapy frame-
work, the original configuration was modified and the proxy
conversion software Polipo was used to convert the socks
protocol into the HTTP protocol, so as to achieve the ac-
quisition of Tor Darknet resources. Figure 3 shows the
agency conversion:

2.4. Resource Detection for Tor Darknet. We created a
crawling program based on Scrapy framework for Tor
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Figure 1: Tor Darknet detection and analysis system.
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Darknet to accomplish automated access to resources due to
the requirement to collect a huge number of URLs and the
contents of each website.

'e running process of the program is shown in Figure 4
and Algorithm 2.

A spider program reads all URLs in the list of “start_urls”
and sends them to the engine, the center of the whole
framework, which handles the data flow between

components and triggers some operations. 'e engine will
receive URLs to schedule, which will add URLs to the
scheduling queue and wait for processing. After a URL is
processed, the engine will receive a request sent by the
schedule and trigger the downloader to work. After receiving
a notification, the downloader will process a request
according to the setting in downloader middleware and
access Tor Darknet websites. 'e downloader will transmit a
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Figure 2: Communication between the client and HS. “a” is client, “b” is OR, “c” is HSDS, and “d” is HS. “Step n” is the order of
communication.

Input: URL
Output: STATUS
(1) Client sends request to DS
(2) Set R(OR[1], . . . , OR[N])⟵DS // DS returns the routing information to Client
(3) for i � 1 to i � n do
(4) router whose performance is good will be selected
(5) end for
(6) STATUS �Client connects to HSDS and sends the URL to it
(7) if STATUS is failure then
(8) return false
(9) else
(10) Client get the information of IPO from HSDS
(11) end if
(12) for i � 1 to i � n do
(13) Client selects a OR as RPO and sends its information to HS via IPO
(14) end for
(15) return true //data transmission can be started

ALGORITHM 1: Client connects to HS.

Tor Darknet Firewall VPN Agent
(port: 4781)

Protocol: Socks5

Tor Agent
(port: 9050)

Protocol: Socks5

Polipo Agent
(port: 8123)

Protocol: HTTP

Python

Figure 3: Agency conversion.
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processed request, namely, a response, to the spider for
further processing. If the download fails, the engine will
notify the schedule, then mark it, and reexecute the oper-
ation later.

When the spider receives a response, the “parse”
function in the spider program will process the downloaded
content according to the custom program. 'en, items
parsed in “parse” will be passed to the engine for further
scheduling. 'e engine sends items to the item pipeline for
data processing and storage in a file until the crawling of a
URL is completed.

'e URLs in the scheduling queue will then continue
until all URLs have been processed. Scrapy does not repeat
access to the site that has been visited, which solves the
problem of multiple access to the same URL in the domain
name set.

After the data is downloaded from Tor Darknet, the
system will use the dataset to train a classification model and
it will be downloaded to edge devices. Edge devices use the
model to classify the content of unknown websites and fi-
nally obtain the categories of each website.

2.5. Data Preprocessing. 'e presentation of website page
content and layout is realized through HTML code. After
crawling a website to obtain texts, HTML elements in the
texts need to be removed to filter out words. 'e data
cleaning process is shown in Figure 5.

In Step 1, after the source code of a web page was
downloaded, we parsed the HTML page content using
“lxml.html.document_from_string” function from the LXML
library.'en, “lxml.html.clean.cleaner().clean_html()” function
was used to filter the script and HTML tags to obtain the text
content displayed on the web page. 'ere are many escape
characters (ESC), carriage returns, tabs, and other meaningless
characters in the content. 'erefore, we combined them with
Python’s operation on string types to replace themwith a space.

In Step 4, the corpus had no html tags and looked more
like regular text. Word formats, on the other hand, were
inconsistent.'is would reduce the effect of selecting feature
words and increase the dimension of feature space. We used

the “casefold()” function to change all words to lowercase so
that we could deal with them uniformly afterwards. All
punctuation marks and Arabic numbers were filtered using
an algorithm. We reduced inflection in words to their base
forms using the Stemmer package, which helps to preprocess
text, words, and documents for text normalization. We
combine terms like “created” and “creates” into “create,” for
example.

When all of the corpora’s formats were harmonized, they
were expected to be processed further in Step 7. All the
words that appear in the English stop word corpus were
removed. 'ese words, such as this, they, are, and so on,
cannot represent any characteristics of websites.'e last step
was to remove strings that were longer than twelve or shorter
than two. 'ese characters are odd terms that do not cor-
respond to the website’s subject.

'e specific implementation method is shown in Al-
gorithm 3. After the text content of each web page is cleaned,
the corpus is integrated into a dataset containing URLs,
categories, and key words. A machine learning algorithm,
KNN, is then applied to such samples for the purpose of
training a classifier in subsequent experiments.

3. Classification Model

For each type of website, there must be some words that
highlight its characteristics. 'erefore, after vectorizing the
corpus, we combined the machine learning algorithm to
train a classifier suitable for Tor Darknet websites.

3.1. Text Vectorization. Before the classification of web
content, it is necessary to transform words based on text
representation into a form that can be recognized and
calculated. In other words, words need to be transformed
into vectors and the calculation of similarity between text
semantics is transformed into the calculation of distance
between vectors.

If the correlation between words and web topic is
measured directly according to word frequency, the
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Figure 4: Framework of the crawling model.
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<body>
123/n
She is hacker./n
QWERTYUIOA
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</body>
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Figure 5: Data cleaning process.

Input: Set start urls (u[1], . . . , u[n])
Output: Set Content

(1) Queue Q �Enqueue (start urls)
(2) while Q not empty do
(3) q �Dequeue(Q)
(4) if q has not been processed then
(5) reponse � download (q)
(6) else
(7) CONTINUE
(8) end if
(9) if status of website� 200 then
(10) items⟵ parse (reponse)
(11) else
(12) mark it and re-executed the operation later
(13) CONTINUE
(14) end if
(15) Content⟵Content ∪ {items}
(16) end while
(17) return Content

ALGORITHM 2: Data crawling.

Input: Web Set D(D[0], . . . , D[n])

Output: Corpus set W (W[0], . . . , W[n])
(1) for i � 0 TO i � n do
(2) content� obtain the HTML content of D[i]

(3) use“lxml()”funtion to parse the content, then remove HTML tags, script andso on
(4) text� preserve the text content displayed on the page
(5) for ch in text do
(6) if ch � ‘\n’ or ch � ‘\t’ then
(7) ch � ‘’
(8) end if
(9) end for
(10) Lowercase all English words
(11) for temp in text do

ALGORITHM 3: Continued.
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measurement results will be related to the size of the web
page and sometimes the words with a high degree of cor-
relation cannot be really calculated.

For example, “the” appears frequently on one page, but it
also appears on other pages, so it is not of much importance.
“Hack” appears relatively infrequently on the page, but it
exists only on that page.'erefore, it is more important than
“the” in the page.

'erefore, a better weighted method should be adopted
to calculate the words that are more relevant to the topic of
the web page. Combined with the idea of TF-IDF (term
frequency-inverse document frequency), this paper adopts a
newweightingmethod to calculate the value of word vectors.

After accessing all the domain names, we get contents
of each website and then build a web page set W �

(d1, d2, . . . , dk), where dk represents the content con-
tained in the kth web page.

Firstly, the frequency weighted method is used to count
the occurrence times of all feature words in the corre-
sponding web page text, as shown in formula (1), where ni,j

represents the occurrence times of feature words ti in web
page dj. And, ti represents the ith word in the web page.

Ftor ti, dj  � ni,j. (1)

'e number of web pages containing the feature word t

is represented by Gtor
′ (ti, dj).

According to formula (2), where k is the size of the web
page set and ε denotes the smoothing factor which ensures
that the denominator is not zero, we calculate the inverse
document frequency (IDF) of the feature word t in the web
page d which is represented by Gtor(ti, dj).

Gtor ti, dj  � 1 + log
ε + k

ε + Gtor
′ ti, dj 

. (2)

'en, we multiply the two values of Ftor(ti, dj) and
Gtor(ti, dj) to obtain the TF-IDF value of the feature word t

in the web page d, as shown in

Htor ti, dj  � Ftor ti, dj  × Gtor ti, dj . (3)

Finally, the TF-IDF values of all feature words are
normalized according to formula (4). 'e denominator is
the square root of the sum of the weighted values of all words
in web page d, and the numerator is the weighted values of
all feature words.

Hnorm(t, d) �
Htor(t, d)

�������������


n
i�1 H

2
tor ti, d( 

 . (4)

After calculating the weighted values of all feature words,
generally, the higher the value, the better the feature of the
web page.

As shown in Figure 6, a web page set has two samples.
Each value in rectangles is the weighted value of a word. 'e
content of page A is “the hack hack” and page B is “the drug
drug.” According to the above formulas, the weighted value
of each word in page A is calculated. Conspicuously, the
weighted value of “hack” is higher than other words in the
same page and “hack” is the word that can present the topic
of the web page better.

3.2. Darknet Classification Model Based on KNN Algorithm.
KNN (K-nearest neighbor) is a well-known supervised
machine learning classification method with a well-devel-
oped theory and intuitive reasoning. After calculating the
distance between “data to be categorized” and “samples of
known category,” the samples are classified by comparing
the distance. Customize the K value, and choose K examples
that are the most similar to the samples in the training set to
be categorized. 'e proportion of the K sample categories is
used to determine the target category of the sample to be
categorized.

Assuming that the number of all feature words in web
page set W is n, the text content of web page dk is expressed
as an n-dimensional vector (w1, w2, . . . , wn), dk ∈W, where
wn represents the weight of the feature in the text. Calculate
the distance between page x and page y according to

(12) if temp is a punctuation or a number then
(13) temp � ‘’
(14) end if
(15) end for
(16) PorterStemmer(text)//Unify all word formats
(17) word_list(wl[0], . . ., wl[len1])� text.split(‘’)
(18) for i � 0 TO i � len1 do
(19) if word_list[i] ∈ stopwords(sw[0], . . . , sw[m]) or 2< len(word_list[i]) <12 then
(20) delete_wordlist[i]
(21) end if
(22) end for
(23) SET W←word_list(fw[0], . . . , fw[len2]).join(‘’)//Words are concatenated to strings
(24) end for
(25) return W

ALGORITHM 3: Data cleaning algorithm.
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formula (5), where w
(x)
i represents the weight of the ith

feature in the text content of page x.

Distance(x, y) �

��������������



n

i�1
w

(x)
i − w

(y)
i 

2




. (5)

As shown in Figure 7, taking the two-dimensional space
as an example, the square is a web page to be predicted. 'e
triangle and circular are two different categories of websites.
Calculate the distance of each sample point according to
formula (5). 'en, we take K � 3 samples closest to the
square. Because the number of triangles in the circular area is
the largest, the predicted square category is consistent with
the triangle.

'e implementationmethod of applying KNN algorithm
to Tor Darknet classification is shown in Algorithm 4.

3.3. Model Optimization. In the KNN classification model,
the hyperparameter K of the algorithm will affect the pre-
diction result. When we choose a value of K too small, it is
easy to lead to overfitting of the classification model. On the
contrary, too large may lead to underfitting. However, there
is no proper theory to guide the selection of the K value,
which can be selected by manual experience and then de-
termined by the cross-validation method.

Grid Search is a method of adjusting parameters. It
traverses all candidate parameters and tries every possibility.
'e best-performing parameter is the best parameter we
want to apply to the classifier. As shown in formula (6), mi

represents the model whose value of K is i, acc(mi) rep-
resents the accuracy of model i, and Mbest represents the
highest accuracy of the best model.

Mbest � Max acc m1( , acc m2( , . . . , acc mi( ( . (6)

Cross validation, also known as Cyclic Validation, is a
method of model effect evaluation to avoid one-sided results
caused by a single test. 'e concept of validation set is
introduced to evaluate the accuracy of themodel after tuning
parameters, but it does not participate in training, which will
more objectively evaluate the matching degree between the
data outside the training set and the target attribute.

As shown in Figure 8, the dataset was divided into ten
groups for ten model evaluations. Each time, one group of
the dataset was taken as a validation set and the remaining
nine groups were taken as the training set. As each validation
set is different, the experiment will produce ten models and

their accuracy is Ei. 'e average accuracy of ten models
acc(K) is the final accuracy of the classifier whose hyper-
parameter is K, as shown in formula (7).

Combined with the Grid Search and the 10-fold cross
validation, the accuracy acc(K) is applied to the calculation
of formula (6) to select the model with the highest accuracy.

acc(K) �
1
10



10

i�1
Ei. (7)

4. Experimental Analysis

Python is the best choice for data crawling and analysis. It is
favored by many developers because of its simplicity and
powerful features. 'erefore, in order to achieve our design
goal, our experiments were developed based on Python 3.7
under Windows 10 according to the actual situation.

4.1. KNN Model Based on Frequency Weighting. In this ex-
periment, we utilized the Grid Search to find an appropriate
K on the scale of one to seven. 'en, the results of KNN
classification models with different parameters were eval-
uated in combination with the cross validation of ten folds.
As shown in Figure 9, for models with the same K value,
different partitions of the dataset would result differently, so
the mean value was finally needed for comparison.

As shown in Figure 10, the black bar is the result of
frequency weighting. 'e white bar is the result of TF-IDF
weighting. Each bar represents the accuracy of the model
with different values ofK.'e average accuracy is the highest
when the value of K is three. Table 1 shows the evaluation
report of the classification model whose K is three. 'e
classification accuracy is only 0.78. 'is accuracy is too low
to be applied to the system, and there will be a large error, so
the model still needs to be improved.

4.2.KNNModel Based onTF-IDFWeighting. Figure 11 is the
accuracy of 10-fold cross validation after weighting the
feature vectors with TF-IDF.

As shown in Figure 10, after being weighted by TF-IDF,
the results of classification models with different K values are
compared by Grid Search. When the K value is four, the
average accuracy of the model is the highest. 'e accuracy of
this classifier reached 0.89. Table 2 shows the report of this
model whose hyperparameter is four.
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Figure 6: Text weighting process.
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As shown in Table 3 and repeated experiments, the
classification model after TF-IDF feature vectorization has
higher accuracy and the performance is optimal when the
hyperparameter K is four. 'erefore, this model will be used
in the subsequent system for its analysis function.

4.3. Comparison of Relevant Research Methods and Results.
As shown in Table 4, the study in [24] manually marked
26 categories of domain names and selected 9 categories
to apply in the training of the classification model. It
adopted a Naive Bayes (NB) model based on TF-IDF
weighting. Finally, the accuracy of cross validation of the
model is 0.86.

'e study in [25] categorized four types of illegal web
pages based on the KNN algorithm.'e accuracy for the test

sample is 0.80. 'e work in [26] designed a model to
automatically categorized products for anonymous
marketplaces. It extracted features using TF-IDF and then
selected features from the text using principal component
analysis. It categorized 12 product categories using the SVM
method, with a model accuracy of up to 0.79.

In this paper, we categorized six types of websites and four
was finally determined as the optimal hyperparameter of the
classification algorithm by combining Grid Search with cross
validation. 'e data was applied to train the KNN classification
model based on this parameter, and we improved the accuracy
to 0.89 finally.

4.4. System Function Test. A file is selected to store the
domain names after the network environment has been set

K=3
Y

X

K=3
Y

X

Figure 7: Classification principle of KNN algorithm.

Input: TRAINSET (T[1], . . . , T[n]), Web page D to be predicted
Output: the category of D

(1) for i � 1 to i � n do
(2) Calculate the Euclidean distance between each sample in TRAINSET and D

(3) distance � (d[1], . . . , d[n])

(4) end for
(5) sorted dis � (distance) //Sort in ascending order
(6) sample (1, . . . , k) � minum (sorted dis) //select k samples that have the shortest distance
(7) set classes � count (sample) //Count the number of each category in k samples
(8) category � max (classes) //'e category with the largest output number is the predicted category
(9) return category

ALGORITHM 4: KNN classification algorithm.

1st Training

2nd Training

3rd Training

10th Training

Validation FoldTraining Folds

Training Set

E1

E2

E3

E10

acc (K) = 1/10Σ
1
i=
0
1Ei

Figure 8: Ten-fold cross validation.
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Figure 9: Ten-fold cross validation with frequency weighting.
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Figure 10: Cross-validation accuracy of model based on different weighting methods.

Table 1: Report of the KNN model which is weighted by frequency.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Counterfeit credit-cards 0.76 0.87 0.81 30
Counterfeit money 1.00 0.83 0.91 12
Cryptocurrency 0.93 0.79 0.85 47
Drugs 0.78 0.67 0.72 21
Hacking 0.30 0.70 0.42 10
Other 0.84 0.78 0.81 63
Accuracy 0.78 183
Macro 0.77 0.77 0.75 183
Weighted avg 0.80 0.78 0.80 183
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up. After that, it will be able to access all domain names. 'e
deactivated and visited domain names will also not be used
again.

Crawling contents will be showed in the display area of
classification results, as shown in Table 5. 'e contents of
data are showed in part.
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Figure 11: 10-fold cross validation with TF-IDF weighting.

Table 2: Report of the KNN model which is weighted by TF-IDF.

Precision Recall F1-score Support
Counterfeit credit-cards 0.88 0.90 0.89 31
Counterfeit money 0.33 0.50 0.40 4
Cryptocurrency 1.00 0.89 0.94 38
Drugs 0.89 0.73 0.80 22
Hacking 1.00 0.77 0.87 13
Other 0.87 0.96 0.91 76
Accuracy 0.89 184
Macro 0.83 0.79 0.80 184
Weighted avg 0.90 0.89 0.89 184

Table 3: Comparison of the best performance of KNN models based on different methods and sets.

Frequency TF-IDF
Test set 0.80 0.89
Validation set 0.78 0.89

Table 4: Comparison of methods and results between this paper and others.

Author Accuracy Method Category
Al Nabki et al. [24] 0.86 NB 9
Buldin and Ivanov [25] 0.80 KNN 4
Graczyk and Kinningham [26] 0.79 SVM 12
Li et al. 0.89 KNN 6
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As shown in Figure 12, any domain name can be selected
on the system interface and the system will automatically
generate and display the word cloud images of such websites.

'is function is helpful for researchers to intuitively
obtain website feature words and create better visual effects.

5. Conclusions

Hidden services generally only retain service status for a
limited amount of time in order to avoid being tracked,
resulting in frequent domain address changes and a short
lifespan. Because it requires special software and data must
be encrypted and decrypted as it goes via each node on the
communication circuit, access to Tor Darknet is sluggish.

For the reasons stated above, manually classifying
websites creates a significant amount of labor. Furthermore,
the pertinence is so low that it is impossible to rapidly reach a
certain domain name type.

As a result, we created a visual interactive system based
on edge computing that may assist researchers in swiftly
obtaining content and classifying website categories. 'e
classifying model’s accuracy is as high as 89%, which will
increase researchers’ efficiency in identifying illegal websites

and is of significant practical use. Furthermore, there are
only six categories in this experiment due to the limited
number of domain names already gathered. In the future, we
will collect more domain names of other categories and
obtain the feature words of different categories to expand the
dataset which will contain more website categories.

Data Availability

'e dataset used in this experiment is DUTA-10k, which
is a classic open-source dataset for collecting Darknet
addresses and can be downloaded from related websites.
'e dataset used in this experiment is downloaded from
the GVIS platform (http://gvis.unileon.es/dataset/duta-
darknet-usage-text-addresses-10k/).
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